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PROFESSIONAL WORKFORCE STRATEGIES THAT DIRECTLY  

IMPROVE YOUR COMPANY’S BOTTOM LINE. 

BACKGROUND  |  Mabey Group is a major British engi-

neering organization that specializes in bridging, steel fabri-

cation and construction products. . 
 

Mabey are the designers and manufacturers of the Mabey Compact Bridge, 

the most widely used Bailey type panel bridge system in the world for the 

establishment of single and two-lane crossings from a completely pre-

engineered range of components.  

 

In excess of 90% of the company's production is exported to over 115 coun-

tries as a permanent, versatile means of opening up even the most remote 

region, or for the immediate provision of emergency bridging. 

 

 

CHALLENGES |  Being the largest supplier of panel bridg-

ing systems in the world does not happen by chance. 
 

Being the largest supplier of panel bridging systems in the world does not 

happen by chance. One of the hallmarks of Mabey Group success has been 

a well coordinated and disciplined workplace. The Management Team at the 

Mabey engineering facility in Lydney, Gloucestershire, wanted to keep it that 

way.  Keeping track of staff working hours, overtime, and activities was 

critical for maximizing the production capacity of a skilled workforce. In 

particular, the management of production hours had a direct impact on 

delivery schedules. 

 

,  

Delivering workforce solutions to help companies develop and maintain their leadership position in the marketplace. 

The Production Manager was not entirely convinced the combination of 

spreadsheets being used to pull information together across different depart-

ments was accurate or even represented the information in the best way for 

decisions about production operations. There were at least four operational 

departments including Robot, Manual Weld, Anti-skid and Maintenance staff 

to be deployed. A strong input and involvement also included Management 

Support that facilitated HR issues and payroll.  

 

Essentially information needed to be shared, and represented consistently 

throughout different parts of the organization. This included Team Leaders 

who managed actual production through to HR Management who under-

stood and exercised the corporate ethic toward their workforce. For the 

Production Manager this meant access to the solution from anywhere in the 

organization.  

 

Although spreadsheets were easily understood they failed when it came to 

establishing common standards for information sharing. Also information 

became isolated, uncoordinated and quickly out of date. A system was 

needed to establish the workflow that would ensure consistency even when 

shared by people having different perspectives about the same information 

 

 

,  
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 Intellicate is the global leader in em-

ployee scheduling software. Offering 

small, medium and fortune 500 com-

panies a revolutionary means of 

providing hassle-free employee 

scheduling. 

 

 Our flagship product, Schedule24 

Resource Manager delivers great-

er functionality than more costly sys-

tems. Ideal whether you're new to 

employee scheduling or a seasoned 

pro. No risk, no cost to discover new 

efficient ways of working. 

 

 To learn more about Schedule24 

Resource Manager, please visit our 

website:  www.intellicate.com 

 

  

 

RESULTS |  A pragmatic approach was adopted by the Management Team at 

the outset. 

 

The low cost of Schedule24 Resource Manager was attractive but not essential, in fact it was not a 

deciding factor, but the time getting a system up and running was. Moreover it had to deliver the func-

tional requirements for scheduling multi-disciplinary teams. A short evaluation of Schedule24 Re-

source Manager over two or three days proved positive, in particular its deployment on a Citrix server 

over the Windows™ network. This quickly established it could be accessed by Team Leaders on the 

production line and Management Support in HR. A major goal for the Production Manager was 

achieved. 

 

A two day course quickly followed deployment. Immediate “hands-on” product training for two mem-

bers of Management Support was delivered on the first day, followed on the second day by implemen-

tation of their designs for operations to automate the schedule production. The Management Support 

team subsequently delivered product training to the Team Leaders engaged on the production line. 

 

The Production Manager identified improvements to the product interface that would facilitate the way 

teams worked and these were implemented. Following a review of business process, specialized 

reports were created and tuned to the business operation for calculating production hours in non-

standard “weekly” formats. 

 

Deploying Schedule24 Resource Manager license's concurrently over Citrix meant a reduction in the 

total cost of ownership (TCO) at the facility, while still enabling each Team Leader to have access to 

directly manage their team deployment throughout 24 hours 7 days a week. This included recording 

Sickness and Leave, in addition to scheduling activity involving training when it was required. This 

information could then be accessed for forward planning of production hours by senior managers.  

 

HR issues involving sickness and total working hours were also available and accessed by Manage-

ment Support. Everyone had access to the same information and more importantly, the deployment of 

the workforce continues to be delivered by those who have the knowledge on site - the Operational 

Team Leaders.  


